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Dear Digitisation Team,
 
Thanks for the information.
Regards
 
Steve
 
From: Library-Digitisation 
Sent: Thursday, 7 December 2017 11:30 AM
To: Steven Farram
Subject: CDU relinquishes publication rights former CDU Press titles and deposits with Northern
Territory Library
 
Dear Dr Farram,
 
 
We are writing to inform you that the CDU Press ceased its operation a few years ago. After
careful consideration, CDU has decided to relinquish its rights to the titles back to the respective
authors under the "Out of Print" clause of CDU Press agreements. CDU will be depositing the
master copies with Northern Territory Library under the federal legal deposit scheme for long
term access and preservation. This will ensure the items are preserved and accessible into the
long term and will allow authors to be paid royalties directly by the Copyright Agency Limited
(CAL) rather than Charles Darwin University.
 
The titles you have published with CDU Press are:
 
 
1                    Farram, Steven (2010). A Short-lived Enthusiasm: The Australian Consulate in
Portuguese Timor. (1 ed.) Darwin: CDU Press.
2                    Farram, Steven (2007). Charles 'Moth' Eaton: Pioneer Aviator of the
Northern Territory. Darwin, N.T.: Charles Darwin University Press (CDU
Press).
3                    Farram, Steven (2010). Locating Democracy: Representation, Elections and
Governance in Timor-Leste. Darwin, N.T.: Charles Darwin University Press (CDU
Press).
 
If you have any question regarding this matter, please do not hesitate to contact the Digital
Collections Team at digitisation@cdu.edu.au .
 
 
Kind Regards,
 
 
Digitisation Team, Office of Library Services
 
Office of the Pro Vice-Chancellor Education & Student Success
T: +61 8 8946 6173
E: digitisation@cdu.edu.au
W: cdu.edu.au
 
CHARLES DARWIN UNIVERSITY
Darwin, Northern Territory 0909 Australia
CRICOS Provider No. 00300K (NT/VIC) I 03286A (NSW) | RTO Provider No. 0373
 
Charles Darwin University acknowledges the traditional custodians across the lands on
which we live and work, and we pay our respects to elders both past and present.
 
 
 
